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ABSTRACT

Impulse
Response

An impulse response of an enclosed reverberant space is composed
of three basic components: the direct sound, early reflections and
late reverberation. While the direct sound is a single event that can
be easily identified, the division between the early reflections and
late reverberation is less obvious as there is a gradual transition
between the two.
This paper explores two statistical measures that can aid in
determining a point in time where the early reflections have transitioned into late reverberation. These metrics exploit the similarities between late reverberation and Gaussian noise that are not
commonly found in early reflections. Unlike other measures, these
need no prior knowledge about the rooms such as geometry or volume.
1. INTRODUCTION
A room can be assumed to be a linear time-invariant system where
the impulse response (IR) of the system can be found by recording a broadband signal within the room. Often the IR is convolved
with non-reverberant audio to add artificial reverberation by simulating recording the audio in the room.
An IR of a space consists of direct sound, early reflections, and
late reverberation. The early reflections are a set of discrete reflections whose density increases until individual reflections can no
longer be discriminated and/or perceived. While the direct sound
is a single event that can be easily identified, the early reflections
and late reverberation of an IR are more difficult to label. For this
paper, the transition time of an IR will be the earliest point in time
when the density of the reflections has reached a perceptual threshold in which individual reflections can no longer be distinguished.
Since the seminal publications by Schroeder [1] and Moorer
[2], digital artificial reverberators have contained a component intended to create discrete echoes in order to simulate early reflections and a component whose intent is to create a set of reflections
as dense as possible. Later developments with feedback delay networks acknowledge that prior to high frequency attenuation, the
reverberator should produce white noise [3] and Moorer in [2] first
discussed using frequency-shaped Gaussian noise to simulate the
energy in late reverberation. The transition from early reflections
to late reverberation can then be modeled as a deterministic system
that transitions into a stochastic one [4]. The statistics regarding
early reflections are of greater concern here because the statistics
of late reverberation has been covered in depth, particularly in [3].
Abel and Huang [5] have also recently explored similar statistics
as are examined here, looking at measures of reverberation quality,
particularly for judging artificial reverberation.
The late reverberation of an IR tends towards a normal distribution, unlike the energy from early reflections. A progression
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Figure 1: Basic design of a hybrid reverberator.

towards a more normal distribution occurs as time increases and
the acoustic energy within the space becomes more mixed [4]. A
measurement of distribution can then be used to determine whether
a point in time is more or less deterministic. That is, whether it is
within the early reflections or late reverberation.
The ability to determine the mixing time of a space is especially relevant to hybrid reverberation. Hybrid reverberation uses
both convolution and recursive filterbank techniques, as can be
seen in Fig. 1. An IR is truncated to ideally contain the early
reflections. The truncated IR is convolved with the dry audio and
then the late reverberation is simulated with a filterbank. A precise
measure of when a room is first mixed is important so that all perceptually relevant information is preserved in the early reflections
of the truncated IR while the size of the truncated IR is as small as
possible to reduce the length of the convolution.
1.1. Definitions of Early Reflections
Early reflections are loosely defined as a set of echoes that have
not reached a perceptual threshold, and that can be described by
the mathematical relationships that define the dispersion of echoes
in a space such as
c3 t2
dNr
= 4π
(1)
dt
V
where Nr is the number of reflections, t is the time from the direct
sound, c is the speed of sound, and V is the volume of the room
[6].
In [4], Blesser describes the mixing time as "how long it takes
for there to be no memory of the initial state of the system. There
is statistically equal energy in all regions of the space after the
mixing time." He estimates this to be approximately three times
the mean free path and directly a property of the geometry of the
room. Here the mixing time is accepted to be after the transition
from early reflections to late reverberation is complete. The upper
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Figure 2: Progression in time of histograms and fit normal functions of 30 ms windows of an IR. Note the differing vertical and
horizontal scales. The absolute values of the vertical scale are not
important, but rather the relative values between the histogram
bars. The range of the horizontal scale decreases in subsequent
windows because the signal is decreasing in amplitude. It is important to note the distribution of the samples, not the absolute
values.
limit of mixing time has been discussed in [7] and further in [3] to
be
√
tmixing = V
(2)
3
where V is the volume in m .
Standardized measurements of room acoustics divide the IR
of a room into an early and late portion in order to calculate early
lateral energy, clarity and definition. When measuring for musical material, the early portion is defined as the first 80 ms [8]. In
most literature, it is accepted that the early reflections are contained within the first 80 ms [9].
The transition from early reflections from late reverberation is
either defined by a point in time regardless of the room properties,
usually 80 ms, or is calculated based on physical properties of a
room, most commonly volume. Using a single point in time regardless of the space is inaccurate, but access to the dimensions of
a space may be impractical or impossible. A blind method that can
determine the transition point between early reflections and late reverberation without knowledge of the measurements of the space
is needed. Two possible methods are described here.
2. MEASURES OF DISPERSION
The transition from early reflections to late reverberation can be
observed in several domains. This paper only addresses the transition with regard to a Gaussian distribution in the time domain, but
other factors can be considered. As discussed in [10] and [11], the
frequency distribution tends towards a Rayleigh distribution. As
only monophonic impulse responses are studied here, the spatial
properties of the room are not being considered.
2.1. Standard Deviation
The standard deviation of a group of samples is a measure of the
spread of the samples and is defined as
p
(3)
σ = E(x2 ) − (E(x))2
where E(x) is the expected value of x.
In a normal distribution, approximately one third of the samples lie outside one standard deviation of the mean and approximately two thirds of the samples are within one standard deviation of the mean. Early reflections, however, have more samples

within one standard deviation and fewer outside (see Fig. 2). The
progression from early reflections to late reverberation can then be
observed through the ratio of samples outside one standard deviation versus inside.
As an IR progresses in time the ratio of samples gradually approaches approximately one third. Fig. 3 shows the ratio outside
one standard deviation versus
√ inside for a 30 ms window. The
ratio is divided by ef rc(1/ 2), the expected value of samples
outside one standard deviation, to normalize for Gaussian distribution. This is similar to what is done in [5].
Examples for three different spaces can be seen in Fig. 3. Fig.
3(a) is a measurement from a smaller space, a 350 seat concert hall,
than those in Fig. 3(b) and 3(c) which are both large, reverberant
churches. The measuring of the IRs from the churches is described
in [12]; the concert hall was measured by the authors using the
same technique and equipment.
The normalized ratio outside versus inside one standard deviation approaches one as time progesses, but it makes for a poor
measure. It is difficult to identify the point in time when it can first
be assumed that the room is mixed. While the curve approaches a
threshold, that threshold is not constant amongst IRs from different spaces and is difficult to extrapolate from the curve. However,
it is clear that the IR does gradually transition from less diffuse
early reflections to more diffuse late reverberation. Using the ratio
of samples outside to inside one standard deviation does not allow
an easy selection of a transition point.
3. HIGHER ORDER STATISTICS
Moments describe deterministic signals as they “are numerical measures of the degree of similarity between a signal and a product of
delayed or advanced versions of itself" [13]. An nth order cumulant is a function of its joint moment of orders up to n [14]. Higher
order cumulants contain amplitude and phase information unlike
second order statistics (correlation) which are phase-blind. The
second order cumulant is the variance, the third order is skewness
and fourth order is kurtosis [13].
While moments describe deterministic signals, cumulants are
measures for stochastic signals. If a set of random variables are
jointly Gaussian, then all information about their distribution is in
the moments of an order less than or equal to two. It can then
be interpreted that cumulants of order greater than two measure
the non-Gaussian nature of a time series [13]. Further, if a nonGaussian signal is mixed with a Gaussian signal, higher-order cumulants will ignore the Gaussian noise portion of the signal [13].
3.1. Kurtosis
The fourth order zero-lag cumulant of a zero-mean process is often
referred to as kurtosis and can either be normalized or unnormalized [15]. Here kurtosis will refer to the normalized definition.
γ4 =

E(x − µ)4
−3
σ4

(4)

where E() is the expectation operator, µ is the mean, and σ 2 is the
standard deviation.
The same sliding window of 30 ms is used for the kurtosis
analysis as for the standard deviation measurements. The values
have been normalized to one within each IR merely for the sake of
the figure. The values nearing zero, denoting a mixed room, and
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(a) Sir Jack Lyons Concert Hall, York, UK, a 350 seat concert hall. Reverberation time T30 = 4.9 s
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(b) York Minster in York, UK, a 330,000 m3 church. Reverberation time T30 = 8.19 s.
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(c) St. Andrew’s in Lyddington, UK, a 2600 m3 church. Reverberation time T30 = 1.5 s.

Figure 3: The solid gray lines are the IRs, the dashed lines are the normalized ratios of samples outside one standard deviation and the solid
black lines are the normalized kurtosis values.
the rate of change of the values are more important than the absolute values, especially those of the peaks in the early reflections.
As can be seen in Fig. 3(a) to 3(c), the plots of the kurtosis
show a distinct difference between the early and late energy unlike
the plots of the standard deviation which only demonstrated the
gradual transition. Two significant points can be seen on the plots:
a rapid decrease in the kurtosis value and when the kurtosis value
is first zero. All three spaces depicted in Fig. 3(a) to 3(c) have
a large decrease in the kurtosis value at approximately the same
time, ranging from 2 to 5 ms. Differences occur in the later point,
when the kurtosis value is approximately zero. The time is much
later in Fig. 3(a) at 45 ms; the larger, more reverberant spaces have

earlier kurtosis values nears zero at 26 ms for Fig. 3(b) and 19 ms
for Fig. 3(c).
4. FURTHER WORK
The ability to determine the transition time of an IR is useful for
determining at what point in an IR an artificial reverberator can be
used such as in [3]. This is particularly useful for hybrid reverberators such as in Fig. 1 which use a combination of convolution and
filterbank reverberators.
While the kurtosis of an IR shows a significant difference in
the early and late portions of a signal, the perceptual implications
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of this transition have not been explored. Listening tests need to
be conducted to determine if sufficient perceptual information is
contained in the signal before the transition point. An IR truncated
at the transition point needs to hold the same localization information as the complete IR. Only the reverberation tail which contains
cues to the size of the space, not details of the localization of the
sound source, should be removed.
There are a number of acoustical parameters such as reverberation time, clarity and early decay time that are dependent upon
the absorption and diffusion of space. These measurements help
characterize a space and quantitatively describe its suitability for
music or speech. A study surveying these standard measurements
and the transition point could be carried out to determine whether
the transition time is useful measure of a space.
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